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A hand cranks a camera.

The woman of 585 continues to have her
hair blow-dried.
A camera, being cranked by the Man with
the Camera, films itself in a mirror headed
' Specialist Shoeshiner from Paris '.
A shoeshiner's hands brush a man's shoe
(speeded-up motion).
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Segment 2:
600 67 CV Hands comb and cut hair of head seen from

behind.
51 MCU The head of 600 is revealed to be that of a

woman, In addition to the hands of the
hairdresser, a smiling manicurist is now
revealed as working on the woman's left
hand.
The woman, seen from behind as in 600, has
her hair cut.
The manicurist of 601 shapes a finger-nail
on the woman's left hand. The hairdresser
is no longer visible.

76 CV Hands cut with a sharp knife between
frames of a fiimstrip held over the light-
box of an editing table.

55 MCU The manicurist, shown as in 603, pushes
back cuticles of the woman's fingers.

38 ECU The hands of 604 place film in a splicer.
25 ECU A hand from 604 dips a brush into a small

bottle of editing cement.
42 ECU The splicer of 606. The brush paints cement

onto the edge of the film. The hand clamps
down the splicer lever onto the pieces of
film.

54 MCU The manicurist, shown as in 603, cuts the
woman's finger-nail.

603

602 51 CU

603 79 MCU

604

605

606
607

608

609
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Segment
610

611
612

613
614

Segment
615
(Still 24)

616

617

Segment
618

619

620

621

622

623

Segment
624

3:
28

20
55

19
76

4:
27

6

21

5:
27

40

29

28

39

47

6:
55

MCU

CU
MCU

CU
MCU

ECU

CU

ECU

CU

CU

CU

CU

CU

CU

CU

625 84 CU

626 88 MCU

627 43 ECU

628 109 MCU

629 50 MCU

630 180 MCU

A glum-faced woman is about to thread a
needle.
The face of the woman of 610.
The woman pulls the cotton through the
needle and picks up material from her lap.
Her face looks down.
The woman tacks a hem.

Crab-like hands and arms cranking a camera
are reflected in a convex lens, the lens sur-
round itself showing its writing to be
reversed.
A hand cranks a camera of the same type
as is shown in 596.
As 615.

A woman smiles as she works at a sewing-
machine.
Hands set material in place on a sewing-
machine.
Fly-wheel of a sewing machine, steadied by
a hand.
The hands of 619 feed the material through
the sewing-machine.
The woman of 618 smiles as she works at
the sewing-machine.
The hands of 619 continue to feed the
material through the sewing-machine.

A filmstrip whizzes over a lightbox and is
brought to a halt.
A woman at a sewing-machine steadies
wheel, bends back, bends forward, then
steadies wheel again.
Svilova, the editor of Man with a Movie
Camera, takes a reel of film from one of
the racks in front of her and inspects it.
The hands of 604, now recognisable as
Svilova's, note a number on a slip of paper.
A smiling woman wearing a headscarf
controls a machine-wound drum of fine-
gauge cable.
Svilova, seen as in 626 in front of the racks
of film, places a slip of paper into a reel of
film and leans forwards towards the racks.
The camera pans back and forth five times
between the woman of 628 and a woman
opposite her engaged in the same work,
then tilts down to the cable-drum and the
belts driving it.
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The ensuing analysis aims to illustrate the sequential operation 47
and interaction of features outlined in the foregoing synchronic
analysis. It therefore takes account of the interaction of the film's
work on cinematic forms with its work on the contemporary social \
formation. It focusses particularly on the way in which the film's
dominant structural principle, the ceaseless displacement of one \
' system' by the next, serves the development of conceptual argu-
ment. The diagrams heading the discussion of each segment show
the patterning of different actions within each. Numbers within
the diagrams give shot-length in frames.

Segment 1

(see Figure 1, opposite)

The first segment's alternating montage serves, first, to separate
out different diegetic spaces and second, to set up an antithesis
between worked for and worker. The first pattern is broken only
by the razor of 592, which can be read as belonging to the same
diegetic space as the man of 591 and 593. Once established with
579-80, the second is carried through consistently to the end of
the segment, the length of 580 serving as an emphatic assertion
of the proletariat after four successive shots of the new'bourgeoisie.
The regularity of this pattern of class-based antithesis set in
different diegetic spaces is reinforced by the allocation of three
shots to each of the figures involved: the woman having her eyes
made up/the woman involved in construction, the woman having
her hair shampooed/the woman washing curtains (stills 13-14
show the last two shots (589 and 590) of this regular patterning).
The pattern is established to be undermined (stills. 15-23 of shots
591-99 illustrate this development). For 591-3 (stills 15-17) could
be read as occupying the same diegetic space, while the worked
for/worker antithesis is maintained. The shot of the razor being
stropped (still 16) not only disrupts the diegetic separation pattern,
it is also the segment's first shot to foreground an object to such
an extent. In both respects, it functions as a kind of transition
marker preparatory to the extraordinary shot of an axe being honed
(still 18). This shot not only disrupts the temporary respite of
diegetic coherence; more, it is a remarkable invocation of the para-
digmatic at the level of the signified. The film's montage poses
the question directly: either one serves the new bourgeoisie (the
razor), or one works to eliminate them (the axe followed by the
exposed neck of the woman luxuriating in the sensation of having
her hair blow-dried: still 19). The work proposed here is in the
first place ideological, this being the point of using the axe shot
as a transition marker for the introduction of the camera two shots
later: the camera, via editing, as ideological weapon against the
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48 ruling class. Rhymed with the circular movement of the blow-drier,
the hand cranking the camera (still 20) stands as the segment's
first phasing-in of the Film Construction Process. As throughout
the film, filming is designated as labour, here assimilated to it
through the ongoing worked for/worker antithesis. After the final
appearance of the woman having her hair blow-dried (still 21), the
camera is seen filming itself in a mirror headed ' Specialist Shoe-
shiner from Paris ' (still 22). The joke linking this with the sub-
sequent shot of shoeshining (still 23) is the transition marker for
the end of the segment.

Segment 2

Figure 2

Haircutting

Haircutting and
Manicuring

Manicuring

Cutting and
Splicing

Shot
600 601 602 603 604 605 606 607 608 609

67 51

51

79 55 54

76 38 25 42

This segment phases out the worked for/worker antithesis for a
parallelism through alternating montage. It therefore opens with
a modified form of the dual antithesis structuring the previous
segment. For while 600 and 602 centre on the person worked for
and 601 and 603 show those working - first both hairdresser and
manicurist, and then just the manicurist — these four shots repre-
sent a coherent diegetic space. 601 thus serves as a delayed master
shot answering the questions raised by the play with framing in
600: What is happening here? Who is having this done for him/her?
Worked for and worker in these shots are therefore separated only
by framing within a coherent diegetic space. 603 introduces a
double shift: from antithesis to parallelism of activities, and from
diegetic coherence to the separation of diegetic spaces. The alter-
nation established in 603-9 between the manicurist and the editor
assimilates editing to other labour processes. But a significant
divergence between their activities emerges in the course of the
segment. Both start from cutting (fingernail/filmstrip). Whereas
the manicurist is doing the same at the end of the segment, how-
ever, the editor has advanced from cutting to splicing film. Editing,
then, can transform and create from its raw material; manicuring
cannot. The point is given ironic emphasis in the shot (607) break-
ing the alternation pattern - and also serving as transition marker
for the end of the segment — which highlights the editor's finger-
nail as she dips the brush into the editing cement.
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Segment 3 49

Figure 3
Shot
610

28

611

20

612

55

613

19

614

76Seamstress

Her Face

This is a segment of extraordinary diegetic coherence for the film,
albeit lasting only five shots. It even opens with a master shot of
the woman glumly and clumsily sewing by hand, probably at home,
and follows eyeline match conventions in the cuts between close-
ups of her face and medium close-ups of her figure. This switching
between face and figure in a way maintains the film's dominant
principle of montage alternation. The segment picks up the film's
many preceding shots of bobbins being reeled, thus suggesting the
interconnectedness of different forms of work. Its transition marker
is barely noticeable, if it qualifies as such anyway: the relative
brevity of 613 contrasted with the increasing lengths of 610, 612
and 614.

Segment 4

Figure 4

Camera Lens

Cranking Camera

Shot
615

27

616

6

617

21

The phasing-in of enonciation in the form of shots of the camera
in this segment clearly breaks any simple involvement the spectator
may have had with the previous segment, thus initiating con-
sideration of a problematic investigated through the six segments.
The ostranenie of 615 (still 24) and 617 depends on such dis-
tortions of visual perception that it is difficult to work out how
the shots could have been constructed. The convex lens reflects
the Man with the Camera filming it, hence the crab-like arms which
are presumably cranking the filming camera. But this is first turned
through 90°, and second superimposed(P) within a shot of a
camera which is already filming itself in a mirror, hence the
reversal of its writing which can be seen to read correctly else-
where in the film. The six-frame shot of the cranking of the
camera is the segment's transition marker. This transitional seg-
ment sharpens the contrast between the preceding and subsequent
segments showing different forms of sewing, stressing both as
choices within a paradigm.
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50 Segment 5

Figure 5

Seamstress

Material

Sewing Machine
Fly-wheel

Shot
618

27

619

40

620

29

621

28

622

39

623

47

In this segment the sewing is done by machine in a factory. The
machinist's smile obviously contrasts with the expression of the
woman sewing by hand, and the speed of her work with the
slowness of that of the woman in Segment 3. Montage alternation
is similarly maintained throughout this segment in the interweaving
of shots of the material on which the seamstress is working with
shots of her and of the sewing-machine flywheel. Again, the diegetic
coherence of the segment enables the spectator to concentrate on
the kind of work which it shows, to the extent even that there
seems to be no transition marker for the next segment. This seg-
ment finds its memory in earlier shots in the film of the model
sewing-machines on display in shop windows for the new bour-
geoisie. This memory combines with that of the sewing by hand
in Segment 3 and thus advances the argument from the antithesis
of worked for/worker of Segment 1. Thus far, the group of seg-
ments under discussion develop the terms of the productivity/
non-productivity and lack/excess paradigms outlined in Part IIB.

Segment 6

Figure 6

Identifying Rushes

Machine Winding

Shot
624

55

625

84

626

88

627

43

628

109

629

50

630

180

At this point the argument is further developed by the introduction
of the opposition labour-intensive/capital-intensive and the para-
digm education/mystification. Segment 6 returns to the diegetic
separation of activities last seen in Segment 2. This formal parallel-
ism establishes an implicit equation between the servicing done
in the first'and the factory work done in this segment. Here the
activities shown are the identification of film rushes and factory
work involving winding by machine. It is the motion of winding
or turning which links the two series: winding on the viewing table
of 624 rhymed with controlling the sewing-machine flywheel of 625
and winding the fine-gauge cable of 628 and 630. The critical
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difference between the two series lies in the difference necessary 51
to, and in this film, also generated by editing and, conversely, the
non-reflective nature of factory work in the given social formation. *
When the machinist stops the sewing-machine flywheel, it is only
to direct the material on the correct course. When Svilova stops
the filmstrip, it is to identify it preparatory to reworking the filmed
material, to thinking through its final organisation. This theoretical
reconstruction is what fills the gap between the two aspects of
editing — cutting and splicing — shown in Segment 2. The diver-
gence between editing and the other activities in this segment is
such that the similarities between the two all but disappear after
the first two shots. While the factory workers continue machine-
winding through the segment, the editor takes a reel, numbers it -
this action pointedly breaking the regularity of the alternation
pattern - and thus identifies it. Editing, itself predicated on filming
- another reason for the inclusion of the filming process in Seg-
ment 4 - is far more capable of transforming material than is
sewing. This segment thus extends the argument initiated by the
razor/axe opposition in Segment 1. Not only does its sequence of
shots enact the capacities of editing to diverge from the pheno-
menal world it more often serves merely to reflect, it also exposes
the very processes which such reflection occludes. Moreover, the
establishment of the film's capacity, through editing, to transform
the appearance of the world casts further doubt — already sug-
gested in Segment 4 — on the diegetically coherent representations
of the world adopted in Segments 3 and 5. In terms of Man with
a Movie Camera, these two segments have exceptional diegetic
coherence, focussing considerable attention on their signifieds.
However, the contextualisation of these two segments by Segments
4 and 6 catalyses criticism of their apparent celebration of the
benefits of factory work within the given social formation. This
criticism is amplified in the two ways noted in Part IIB: by
knowledge of the state of the textile industry, and through the
five subsequent segments' extension of the argument into a critique
of relations of production.

Overall, then, the six segments move the spectator from a
straightforward perception-of class differentials, which presumably
in 1929 could have been easily recognised as such, towards an
awareness of the determinations of those differentials and hence
a possible transformation of them. The final shot's links with the
subsequent transitional shot (shot 631) explicitly point to such
connections. After elaborately panning back and forth between
the two machine workers, the camera tilts down to the revolving
cable-drum and to the belt-driven machine (these complex camera
movements, the only ones in all six segments, mark the end of this
one segment and of the whole series). The cable they wind rhymes
with that prominent on the traffic signal in the next shot, and the
belts of their machine with that of the policeman controlling the
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52 signal. Beyond a limited range, their machine-aided work, it seems,
benefits not themselves but the social order which directs their
daily actions.

IV Conclusions

This article, then, has attempted to indicate why only a Marxist
theoretical framework can adequately come to terms with Man
with a Movie Camera. Through rigorous theoretical reconstruction
of its objects, the film thwarts attempts to read into it common-
sense ideological constructions, either of forms of cinematic repre-
sentation or of the contemporary social formation. The method
used is an invocation of the paradigmatic. This allows the film
both to set up and to explore the ideological nature of social con-
structions which form a problematic internal and external to
cinema's presentations of everyday life, in other words, of social,
political and economic consciousness. The paradigms set up are
taken to be familiar both to the film-maker and to the spectator.
Ideally, the interaction of the spectator, with his/her cultural
knowledge, and the film's presentation of that knowledge achieve
a synthesis of comprehension enabling the spectator to arrive at
a new consciousness of the status of the knowledge. With its focus
on this interaction between politicised cinema and the viewer's
cultural knowledge, Man with a Movie Camera exposes as ram-
pant stupidity - given their knowledge of Russian - the remark of
Luda and Jean Schnitzer that ' one of the reasons for Man with a
Movie Camera's great success [sic] outside the USSR is precisely
the fact that it is the only [sic] film which a spectator ignorant of
Russian [sic] can see in its complete definitive form '.5l

From the late 1920's Vertov was all too well aware of the ideo-
logical recuperations to which his films were subjected.52 The film-
maker has very limited control, even at the time, over the pre-
ponderantly non-cinematic discourses determining the reception of
his/her film. Vertov's work in general, and Man with a Movie
Camera in particular, raise acutely the question of the historical
determinants, of the how, when and where of recuperation, prob-
lems which in Screen have sometimes been elided and sometimes
skirted. British recuperations of Soviet cinema - of which a classic
symptom is Manvell's capacity to analyse Battleship Potemkin's
Odessa Steps segment in terms of Pudovkin's theory of montage53

— are far greater blocks to our understanding of Vertov than is the
Soviet editing of his writings. There is material for at least a book
on the ideological recuperation of 1920's Soviet cinema in Britain
alone. No attempt can be made here to specify adequately the
range of determinations involved in the recuperation of Vertov. In
Britain, these have resulted in the non-availability of his films apart
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from Man with a Movie Camera, Three Songs for Lenin and the 53
odd number of Kino-Pravda, and the existence of only piecemeal
translations of his writings into English.54 As will be seen below,
there are correspondingly few constructive writings on Vertov. It
is to be hoped that this dismal situation will soon be remedied.

The 1972 Cinethique 15-16 article, ' " Ne Copiez pas sur les
Yeux ", Disait Vertov', includes a very useful reading of* various
Russian and French recuperations of Vertov's work. Both of the
principal recent appropriations of Vertov's work uproot it from all
historical determinations. The first of these is conducted in the
name of realist Truth: Sadoul, for instance, whose Dziga Vertov55

has a chapter entitled ' From Dziga Vertov to Jean Rouch (Cinema-
Verite and Kino-Eye) \ The second is in the name of an avant-
garde formalism: for instance, Vogel's hailing of Man with a Movie
Camera as ' antedating the structuralist [sic] films of our day by
almost half a century '.5S

What characterises all the misreadings of Man with a Movie
Camera is their inability to read the film in toto, unless covering
it with such meaningless blankets as Kracauer's ' lyric docu-
mentary ' . " The few critical attempts at the film which actually
examine it carefully tend to fall apart after considering some twenty
shots or so, because they fail in any way to come to terms with
the film's overriding structural principle, the ceaseless displace- •'
ment of one ' system ' by the next. Michelson's essay on the film,58

which gets closer to it than most, epitomises the difficulties in
which idealist approaches to the film are caught. Her phenomeno-
logical formalism limits her account of the film to segments where
a coherent diegesis can be read in: for instance, the unmatched
shot/reverse-shots of the athletics segments, or the shot of the
Bolshoi which is then ' collapsed' by means of formal devices.
Pervading critical attempts at the film are straightforward errors
testifying to its incompatibility with the structures and processes
of memory: Barnouw's placing of the self-demonstrating camera
segment as the film's finale, to cite just one example.59 Some
critics apparently feel safer avoiding the embarrassment of con-
fronting the film at all: Robinson's World Cinema: A Short History
does not even mention it,'and Barsam's Non-Fiction Film: A Short
History devotes five words to the film - its title - while lavishing
several pages on both Berlin and Rien que les Heures. Throughout
Man with a Movie Camera's critical history, the terms of its dis-
missal have remained remarkably consistent, indices both of the
radical nature of the film's disarticulation of dominant assump-
tions in cinema and of the continuing perpetuation of those
assumptions. Such assumptions, then as now, centre on homo-
geneity. Thus it is an ideology of coherence which recurs con-
tinually through most writings on the film and whose assertion
often unwittingly includes its own negation, the negation on which
it is founded. Thus Abramov, writing in the USSR in 1962, an-

!L
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54 nounces the film as ' a serious artistic fiasco ' and describes it as
a ' heterogeneous kaleidoscope '.60 Luda and Jean Schnitzer, whose
book was published in France in 1968, complain that ' the be-
wildered spectator could not follow the infernal cadence of the
film'.01 Grierson's 1931 remarks typify the problems of the British
documentarists' technicist appropriation of Soviet cinema. He
reviles Man with a Movie Camera as 'not a film at all: it is a
snapshot album. There is no story, no dramatic structure and no
special revelation about the Moscow fsic] it has chosen for a
subject \62 In 1929, Close-Up complains a la Bazin of the film's
'wilful interference with the raw material ',63 and in 1931 of its
being ' never a rounded work \64 On the basis of similar assump-
tions accusations of camera trickery and formalism become easy
excuses for failing to come to terms with the film. Even Leyda, in
1930, laments its ' intricate camera pyrotechnics \65 The 1935
Special Number of The Studio, ' Art in the USSR', describes the
film similarly:' a brilliant display of pyrotechnics, this exposition
of Kino-Eye said little more than that. Vertov as a documentalist
[sic] has still to get to grips with the sociological importance of
his material'. A 1971 Soviet article by Kopalin,' A Life Illuminated
by the Revolution, dedicated to Dziga Vertov's 75 th Anniversary ',
criticises the ' exaggerated importance . . . attached to the cine-
camera itself - the Kino-Eye', and skirts any mention of Man
with a Movie Camera by title, though this does emerge in the
quote from Vertov used as an epigraph.66 Mitry in 1973 illustrates
the tenacity of the assumptions of dominant cinematic forms in
his criticism of the film for showing ' only the tricks of film ', not
the 'grammar \67 Indeed, the extent of Man with a Movie Camera's
disarticulation of such assumptions has made it less susceptible
to recuperation than Vertov's other films. The tangentiality to the
film of such critical remarks as are cited above leaves it relatively
unscathed and open to more ideologically conscious analyses.

What seems most to trouble such criticism, in fact, seems to be
less the film's absence of character and plot elements than its
simultaneous dismantling of diegetic coherence and retention of
diegetic elements, its refusal simply to accept or simply to reject
diegesis. If this undassifiable hybrid has thwarted film critics, it
also forces a rethinking of work in film theory which normalises
diegesis. One obvious instance is Metz's early ' Grande Syntag-
matique'. Focussing exclusively on the enonce and disavowing
enonciation, it normatises the diegesis of film as the basis for any
cinematic language system (fatigue). Any shot or segment outside
a film's diegesis is thus consigned to the dustbin of the non-
diegetic insert. Mechanistic applications of Jakobson's metaphor/
metonymy distinction to diegesis create similar problems. Through
its theoretical practice Man with a Movie Camera rids metaphor
and metonymy of their. (mis)application to diegesis and returns
them to their proper linguistic foundations, paradigm and syntagm.
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Man with a Movie Camera's (unparalleled?) reworking of diegetic 55
space and time is more extensive than that undertaken by either
his contemporary Eisenstein or by Godard, who adopted the Dziga
Vertov Group banner for films he made with Gorin and Richard in
1969-71. Both in his theoretical writings and in his films of the
1920s, Eisenstein, conceiving signifiers primarily as a means of
expression and montage primarily as a collision of signifieds, tends
to assume a dominant diegesis. Hence the appearance of his
' intellectual montage ' segments, for instance the ' gods ' segment
and the Kerensky/titles montage of October, as excursuses from
the film. His unrealised Capital project indicates a move away
from this: ' The " ancient" cinema was shooting one event from
many points 0} view. The new one assembles one point of view
from many events.'65 However, this new direction was never
followed through. Godard's 1968-71 films experiment extensively
with multiple diegesis, in both fictional and documentary modes.
While his work on the latter modes does not rethink the notion
of diegesis as thoroughly as does Man with a Movie Camera, this
is because of his endeavours to set up a dialectical relationship J
between sound and image. Notably in Nume'ro Deux, made with
Mieville, Godard does begin to effect a political transformation of
the spectator's relations to meaning. In distinction from Man with
a Movie Camera, of course, this is in a fictional mode, It remains,
however, that neither Eisenstein nor, as yet, Godard has shown
the theoretical rigour informing Man with a Movie Camera's
theoretical reconstruction of its objects and the setting of the two
in parallel.

One of the problems which Eisenstein's ' intellectual montage '
left unresolved was that of the verbal cueing on which it depends
in his films. If any of Eisenstein's montage categories applies to
Man with a Movie Camera, it is ' intellectual montage '. The film's
liberation from the determinations of diegetic coherence in par-
ticular allows this to be activated throughout. Man with a Movie
Camera stands as one of the very few feature-length silent films
with no titles, the absolute refusal of which Vertov repeatedly
stresses.69 Its achievement is all the more remarkable for its
restriction to only one - albeit the most fundamental - of Metz's
five material categories of the signifier.70 But this concentration is
understandable given Vertov's description of the film as ' aiming
to fill a breach in the sector of cinematic language \71 It is vital
to think thoroughly through the modes of construction of the
moving photographic image alone in cinema, an investigation
probably pushed further by Man with a Movie Camera than by
any other single film. It is therefore wrong to assume, as does
MacCabe, that heterogenisation of the cinema can be attained only, \
or even primarily, through counterposition of non-diegetically
motivated graphic material to ' the plenitude of the image \72 To
assign an immutable function to any of Metz's five material cate-
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56 gories of the signifier is to lapse into the God-given. Moreover,
it should be further noted that Metz's list makes no allowance
for intra-diegetic writing, which in Man with a Movie Camera does
serve to heterogenise the image.

Man with a Movie Camera points a route out of the impasse
which Barthes locates for avant-garde art and which enables him
to define it as ' that stubborn language which is going to be
recuperated'." The film disproves Barthes's notion that avant-
garde artistic practices, aimed at the ' destruction of discourse',
are inevitably negative operations doomed to the interminable
reassertion of the discourses they counter through simple opposi-
tion to them. Man with a Movie Camera demonstrates to the con-
trary that the ' destruction of discourse ' can be a dialectical opera-
tion. The complete inadequacy of idealist attempts to appropriate
the film is evident from the above quotations (Rouch himself
admits the film to be one ' which we have not yet understood ').74

As long as avant-garde artistic practices limit themselves to work
on the signifier alone, they fall into the traps laid by and inherent
to the structures of dominant discourses. Through its invocation
of the paradigmatic, Man with a Movie Camera dialecticises these
opposite terms and thereby opens up a terrain beyond that directly
determined by dominant discourses.

Beyond those already considered, Man with, a Movie Camera
raises many further questions for film theory and film-making:
how films can most effectively contribute to ideological struggle,
what forms of documentary are now possible in the light of the
film's theoretical reconstruction of its objects of 1929, what sound
can contribute over and above the image, how a film can most
effectively build on the cultural knowledge of the general or of
the more specifically defined audience in order to increase (raise)
political consciousness and, finally, how such a distinction of
audiences, if necessary, can be achieved.

Credits

Man with a Movie Camera (Chelovek s Kinoapparatom): USSR 1929
1830 metres
Production - VUFKU. Released January 8, 1929. Scenario and
direction - Dziga Vertov (Denis Arkadevich Kaufman). Editing -
Elizaveta Svilova. Photography - Mikhail Kaufman.
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